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Relatedly, the question of whether Montesquieu had a normative preference for republics or monarchies has occurred to many readers of *The Persian Letters*, *the Considerations*, and *The Spirit of the Laws*, and the pensées again provide numerous insights on this question—see pensées 769, 1208, 1494, 1760, 1854, and 1891 for some examples. Erotic Liberalism: Women and Revolution in Montesquieu's "Persian Letters." Lanham, Md.: Rowman and Littlefield, 1995. Taken as a whole, Montesquieu's oeuvre seeks to theorize a new relationship between the universal imperatives of Reason and their concrete implementation through political and civil laws in a social world resistant to unmitigated rationality. Discover the world's research. 15+ million members. Erotic Liberalism: Women and Revolution in Montesquieu's "Persian Letters." Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield. Montesquieu in America.